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TODAY’S TOOLBOX
Provide a summary of the below toolbox topics during your toolbox talk.
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Line of Fire: As you know Line of Fire is one of Suncor’s
Life Saving Rules and has been recently updated to include not just pinch/crush points but vehicles/
equipment, pressure releases, dropped objects, etc. It is
up to us to ensure that we are not putting ourselves into
the line of fire and that we take the time to not leave
potential drop objects behind for someone else. No
matter where you are maintain 360 degree awareness
around you and always look up when walking through
the plant areas. Establish and obey flagged off areas or areas that is barricaded.
When needing to enter into a flagged off or barricaded area, contact the owner of
the flagging/area and ask for permission first. When moving or operating equipment, ask for help and use spotters to ensure that no one is placed in the line of
fire. Always use the right PPE and use a questioning attitude when it comes to
tight areas/spaces and the tasks completed within to prevent pinch points. Don’t
walk or stand underneath a load that is being lowered or lifted either by rope, gin
wheel, equipment or crane. Use tag lines or push sticks to maneuver the suspended load. Lastly, always ask yourself, are you in the “Line of Fire”?
Stop the Drop: Quick. What do you think of when you hear
“Safety at Heights”? OK time’s up, pencils down. If you’re
like most, your brain went straight to a worker in a fall arrest harness. And for good reason. Fall protection for the
worker is wickedly important, and thankfully, it has come a
long, long way over the last century. But there’s another
component of Safety at Heights that has only recently been
given the attention it also deserves: Objects at Heights. Just
as fall prevention is the goal in the category of Workers at
Heights, the goal in the category of Objects at Heights is fall prevention for the
tools those workers bring to heights. The Stop the Drop campaign is an extension
of the Line of Fire life saving rule and accounts for many of the oil and gas industries leading incidents. Lets work together to ensure that any of the tools or materials we bring to height are either protected against a drop by meshing, fire blanket or tethers. And always take the time to do a thorough sweep or our work areas before and after to bring down any potential dropped objects.

